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Abstract
A team comprising researchers in teacher education and teachers in secondary education vocational study programmes decides to plan and try out interdisciplinary teaching schemes combining the subjects of English and media studies. This is a two-stage study. Firstly, the research team wants to observe whether an interdisciplinary approach to teaching and learning will have positive effects on students’ motivation and thereby their engagement with learning activities. Questionnaires are applied in addition to the researchers’ participatory observations. Secondly, a longitudinal objective is to investigate whether the experience achieved has led to any changes in the way teaching and learning activities are organized. Teaching members of the team are interviewed. Drawing on the concepts elaborated and restricted codes, and assuming that traditional teaching is disciplinary and tends to favour the academically inclined students, this article argues in favour of altering the code by opening up the conventional disciplinary setting of students’ learning. Thus, the main components of this article are a study of the students’ response to working across the disciplines and a discussion of whether the inferences made by the research team during and after the interdisciplinary project have caused any new practices in the facilitation of teaching and learning activities in this school five years later.
1. Introduction

Nationally and internationally, the debate on education is coloured by the high dropout rate in secondary education. In Norway, the dropout figures are significantly higher in the secondary vocational programmes (42%) compared to the academic programmes (17%) (Statistics Norway 2015), and, as a consequence, the attention paid to the importance of students’ social and cultural backgrounds is reinforced. Markussen (2010) points to a correlation between choice of education programme and social background, arguing that the typical student aiming for vocational studies wants fewer years of education, has lower grades, and comes from an academically poorer background than applicants to academic programmes.

Our research team hypothesizes that one explanation of the dropout problem could generally be students’ lack of motivation (Stroet, Opdenakker & Minnaert 2014). Taking their choice of education programme into consideration, it is generally anticipated that the students would be more motivated for the vocational subjects, in this case media studies, compared to the academic subjects, for instance, science or mathematics, and in this case, English. In our discussion below, we suggest that vocational versus academic disciplines may be understood as practice of different ‘codes’ (Bernstein 1974, 1990), and depending on the student’s familiarity with, and acknowledgement of, them, they may have an impact on student motivation. By carrying out a series of interdisciplinary teaching schemes in our post-16 vocational study programme (media studies) in Norway in 2008-2009, the research team wants to investigate how it might effect students’ motivation when we teach across subjects, integrating vocational and academic subjects (media studies and English). Interdisciplinary projects can be seen as a form of CLIL based teaching where topics in non-language subjects are taught in a foreign language. CLIL, Content and Language Integrated Learning, is an international term which covers a wide range of teaching and learning methods where foreign languages are applied to teach non-language subject content and aimed at increased competence in language, as well as in the non-language subject (Coyle, Hood & Marsch 2010). In this article, we use the terms ‘interdisciplinarity’ or ‘interdisciplinary project’ since the project in question is limited to a short period of the school semester and limited to a specific topic.

This article discusses whether interdisciplinary approaches would make education more engaging, motivating and meaningful to the students, implicitly, how such approaches might address the dimensions of student population diversities when it comes to vocational instead of academic preference. Beyond our team’s ambitions of improving our teaching practices, we wish any positive effects of our interdisciplinary approaches to gain foothold in the overall teaching methods in the school. Thus, the article also investigates whether the concrete actions and reflections in the research team have to any extent spread to other programmes, teachers or managers in this particular school. What is not within the scope of this article, but nevertheless of
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1 Our research team consists of four teachers and two researchers. The teachers have master’s degrees in English, pedagogy and media studies respectively, and one of them is also a researcher in the interdisciplinary project. The second researcher has a background in teaching, as well as a PhD in English and works in teacher education as associate professor in English. The teachers have taught media studies and English for several years in the vocational school where the project is done.
great interest for a later study, is to what extent our findings might contribute towards educational design such as curricula and methodologies in the Norwegian secondary education.

Our scheme designs are directed at what we believe will be motivating and meaningful to the students. We want to make teaching and learning more authentic and effective by incorporating learning targets of several subjects in one scheme with the objective of opening up new and wider perspectives. Within a social constructivist approach to learning, students are seen as active learners who connect experience from different fields of life to construct meaning (Palinscar 1998). Combining knowledge from a variety of sources to create new insights is the ideal in social constructivism, and, thus, it is appropriate to ask in what ways we, as educators, could connect ‘school life’ and ‘life outside school’. The project we want to put into practice implies systematic thinking of curricula and scheme design that may comply with the diversity of study preferences among our vocational students.

2. Theoretical background and methods
In our discussion of educational change, we find Bernstein’s (1974) language classification codes an interesting point of departure. Bernstein distinguishes between the restricted and elaborated codes, which he claims are functions of different social structures; i.e. they tend to be found among working class and middle class members, respectively. Briefly explained, the language codes differ with respect to e.g. cultural identity markers and degrees of linguistic complexity and detail (Bernstein 1990). Some scholars argue against Bernstein’s theoretical framework, partly because it is seen as a deficit view of students from particular socio-economic groups (Edwards 2009). Our research team finds Bernstein (1974) interesting because of his claim that school pedagogy is predominantly prepared for the elaborated code, and his argument that the education system contributes to reproducing and legitimating societal class differences (Chouliaraki 2001). We suggest the notion ‘code’ could illustrate how the school as an institution contributes to the preservation of social control. In our view, Bernstein draws a social structure that may associate with the structure of Norwegian secondary education, i.e. vocational and academic programmes, which, to some extent, seem to attract students from lower and higher social backgrounds, respectively (Markussen 2010).

Hence, according to Markussen (2010), the education system reproduces the social inequalities in society. This is not in harmony with ideas of democracy and equality, and Bernstein (1974) claims that the foundation for a democratic social development is that all students are given similar opportunities for success and for being heard. Thus, Bernstein (1974) believes that school is an important factor in the development of democracy. Although the Norwegian Curriculum The Knowledge Promotion Reform (Kunnskapsløftet) (UDIR 2013) shares Bernstein’s belief of democracy, it might be slightly ambiguous. An evaluation report by NOVA, Norwegian Social Research, suggests that

2 In the present paper, the term ‘educator’ implies ‘teacher’ and ‘researcher’, thus, also covers ‘research team’.
“Kunnskapsløftet requires a greater focus on promoting knowledge and academic and basic skills. The school is … to a greater extent oriented on the type of knowledge and skills that … are to a particular extent demanded … by the well educated middle class. The new demands on students from the reform are almost playing in tune with the highly educated, and students from such layers will therefore perhaps be better equipped to adapt to the learning goals under Kunnskapsløftet” (Bakken & Elstad, 2012, 260).

In our view, aiming for democracy in education involves debating, for instance, what set of social, pedagogical and methodical approaches should be used in school, teachers’ attitudes to teaching and learning, and organisational issues. Monotonic reference to one ‘code’ or the other, as demanded by specific social groups, may be seen as counterproductive towards the goal of motivating all learners to reach their full learning potential. This indicates that the practice in Norwegian schools is not always in tune with the idea that all students, independent of education programme, social background or personal capacities, should be offered learning schemes with opportunities for success. The research team’s introduction of interdisciplinary work attempts to bridge this gap between rhetoric and reality.

That school pedagogy is predominantly prepared for the elaborated code (Bernstein 1974; Bakken & Elstad 2012) benefits the children already socialized into this code. For children more familiar with a restricted code, Bernstein (1974) claims that a social change is expected. This disvalues the language and culture of the children concerned and psychologically separates the individuals from their families and communities. Bernstein (1974, 136) puts it this way:

“A change of code involves changes in the means whereby social identity and reality are created. This argument means that educational institutions in a fluid society carry within themselves alienating tendencies.”

It is this dynamism of code and alienation, on the one hand, and a culture of democracy offering equal opportunities, on the other, which is tangent to our discussion on increasing student motivation through interdisciplinary work. We believe code and alienation do not comply with each and every student’s skills and abilities regarding knowledge and learning. It is essential to continuously reflect upon the culture or perspectives of one’s own educational practice. Educators may possess considerable power to shape and design education; hence, we have a corresponding responsibility to question whether we practise teaching principles that motivate and benefit all learners. If teaching becomes a repetitive standardized pattern, we may ask whether teachers practise their responsibilities to adapt methods and curricula to achieve an ambition of ‘no child left behind’ (U.S. Department of Education n.d.). In 2016, Finland will implement a new national curriculum aimed at student-centred learning communities, focusing on connecting or integrating subject areas, facilitating differentiated instruction and learning as social processes. To prepare students for their future lives in a complex world, Finland focuses on motivation and the importance of students developing multifaceted, or diverse, competences (Tulivuori 2015). These ideas are supported by The New London Group (2000) consisting of the researchers Bill Cope, Mary Kalantzis and Gunther Kress among others. They debate what
constitutes appropriate teaching in this day and age, what children need to learn to be able to navigate in our shifting world and in the light of the increasing multiplicities of the future world. It might well be that we have to rethink the ‘what’ and ‘how’ of teaching and what new learning needs pedagogy should address (The New London Group 2000). Brough (2012) and Perkins (2009), who argue in favour of connecting instead of disconnecting subject areas, support this view, which is also materialised in the Norwegian project FYR\(^3\) (academic subjects, vocationalisation and relevance). This project aims at implementing, maintaining and developing vocationalisation of academic subjects in secondary vocational programmes in order to possibly increase student motivation, and FYR’s ultimate goal is to improve the quality of vocational education, which effect may be that dropout numbers in secondary education are reduced. It is a national goal that by the end of 2016, all secondary vocational schools work actively and systematically with integrating academic and vocational subjects. Our research team’s interdisciplinary work in 2008-2009 is thus a concrete example of the FYR strategy (Udir 2015). Additionally, the reports published by the Ludvigsen committee (NOU 2015) about future ambitions for Norwegian schools contain both the Finnish ideas as well as the FYR strategy which all aim at subject integration and collaboration. Hence, our research team is interacting with some of the most challenging issues we face as educators, such as facilitating increased student engagement in order to make the curriculum more interesting and meaningful to the diversity of learners (Cope & Kalantzis 2000; Hayes 2010; Brough 2012).

According to Hayes (2010, 382), interdisciplinarity is defined as “combinations of subjects … within project or thematic work…” or, as in Moran’s words: “any form of dialogue or interaction between two or more disciplines” (Moran 2002, 16). As Professor Elam at Stanford University maintains, students become the resource because we see interdisciplinarity in practice through their work (The Center for Teaching and Learning 2007). Our research team hypothesizes that through an interdisciplinary approach, students would “be better informed by subject reinforcement; being allowed to ... see a bigger picture and to use their different skills and knowledge in concert rather than separately …” (Holmbukt 2007, 47-48). Our team anticipates that integrated schemes would build a more coherent, seamless curriculum that encourages joined-up thinking and prepares for a holistic view of knowledge. Students would learn by examining issues and build on their pre-existing knowledge; and, to work towards such aims, our students are given open, widely framed tasks in which they act according to constructivist principles. Bernstein (1974) uses the notion ‘framing’: “Strong framing entails reduced options; weak framing entails a range of options. Thus, frame refers to the degree of control teacher and student possess over the selection, organisation, and pacing of the knowledge transmitted and received in a pedagogical relationship” (Bernstein 1974, 205-206). Our interdisciplinary work is typically weakly framed, as students are given more control of the work content and processes. We believe weak framing feeds the desirable aim of teaching children to think, and, according to Burden and Williams (1998), “the ability to analyse situations, to think critically, to solve problems logically and also creatively, and to face life’s revelations with judgement, intelligence and flexibility assume paramount importance” (Burden & Williams, 1998, 196).

---

\(^3\) Fellesfag, Yrkesretting og Relevans
In this process of problem solving, interdisciplinary work may easily open up the way to variation in ways of learning. Learning in a social constructivist perspective gives the students the opportunity to assume a learning cycle of engagement, exploration and explanation according to their own individual needs, and the teachers would act as facilitators of the learning process and knowledge creation (Gire Dahl 2002; Holmbukt 2007). This principle involves not only subject integration but also subject reinforcement, i.e. the transfer of knowledge from one field to another. Subject reinforcement and the extension of knowledge happen according to what Vygotsky (1962) terms ‘the zone of proximal development’4, and “as this is achieved through social interactions… the approach to learning can aptly be called ‘social constructivist’” (Burden & Williams 1998, 190). In the social constructivist perspective, motivation is connected to the contextual expectations built into the social interaction (Vygotsky 1962).

Motivation, as a theoretical concept, explains how a goal-oriented activity is initiated and maintained. In school, motivation describes the effort and attention given to learning activities (Wentzel & Brophy 2014) and is usually characterized as either external or internal. Examples of external motivation are the prospects of receiving rewards or higher marks, or other goals that have limited relevance to the learning activity itself. Internal motivation, on the other hand, is the internal drive to continue an activity that is found interesting and meaningful; hence, the work process is kept alive due to interest in the issues, the learning material or the activity (Wentzel & Brophy 2014; Pate, Homestead & McGinnis 1997; Dewey 1916). In order to strengthen students’ inner and outer motivation for their work, we have to consider the interaction between the fulfilments of different needs among students (Maslow 1943). In this approach, the need for positive feedback is seen as an outer motivation factor, whereas their creativity while working with the given task and their interest in collaborating with fellow students may be viewed as stemming from an inner and deeper motivation.

With respect to methodology, the methods used for collecting data are educators’ participatory observations and student questionnaires in the interdisciplinary project and interviews with two teachers for the longitudinal observations. The educators observe the students during the different stages of their work, e.g. the planning and execution of their film work. During the interdisciplinary project our research team notes that students, who by traditional, teacher-centred approaches would not respond to learning activities with enthusiasm and excitement, now are active, creative and productive in their group. Our observations are logged and discussed in our weekly team meetings, which are important arenas for reflection and discussions throughout our project. Five years later, the teacher informants comment upon the same type of change in student behaviour and motivation that we observed in 2008-2009 (cf. Section 5).

Towards the end of the school term, the students are presented with the following questionnaire:
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4 The zone of proximal development is an important principle of Vygotsky's work, defining the range of tasks that a child can perform with the help and guidance of others.
1. What is your favourite subject?
2. Why is this your favourite subject? Explain.
3. What do you think about working in an interdisciplinary way?
4. Do you prefer to work with one subject at a time or with several subjects integrated?
5. Why would you prefer to work this way? Explain.
6. What work methods would you like to use more in school?
7. On a scale from 1 to 10, what is the most preferable way to work in school?

Questions 1 and 2 will inform the research team about the students’ favoured subjects and also prove or falsify our hypothesis about their favoured subject being the vocational and not the academic subjects. Questions 3-7 in particular are designed to generate information about the students’ views and attitudes regarding interdisciplinary methods compared to traditional, teacher-centred approaches. The final question asks them to rank five alternatives (see Table 1 below) from 1 to 10, with 10 as the highest score. As the research team is mainly interested in the contrasts in student responses, we only include the number of scores in the 0-4 and 7-10 categories, omitting those of 5-6 (see section on Findings below).

For the longitudinal perspective of this study, two key members of the teacher team from 2008-2009 have been interviewed. The teachers, Informant 1 and Informant 2, are in their fifties, represent both sexes, and they both hold MA degrees in education. They are experienced teachers, having taught secondary classes for several years, including media studies. Their experience and key roles in the interdisciplinary project make them obvious interview informants five years after the project finished. Semi-structured interviews are used to investigate whether the interdisciplinary work has led to any changes in practice on any level in the school. The interviews are tape-recorded and transcribed. The information provided in the first interview is validated against the information gathered in the second interview, but Informant 2 also brings in some additional perspectives. The interview guide is as follows:

1. After implementing our interdisciplinary project, is it possible to see any change in the school (e.g. teaching practice, attitudes to interdisciplinarity among teachers and school management, school culture, team work, planning, etc.)?
2. Do you still work with integrated schemes in media studies? Why/why not?
3. What are your present views about interdisciplinarity?
4. What does the school management team seem to think about interdisciplinarity now?
5. How do you think the idea and practice of interdisciplinarity will develop further?
6. Have the students modified their attitudes to integrated schemes?

**3. The interdisciplinary project**

We shall discuss one specific case, an interdisciplinary assignment, which combined the academic subject, English, and several vocational subjects within media studies: media design and media expression, media production, media communication and film studies. The students were in their first year of post-16 education. This was a heterogeneous group of 30 students, several of whom qualified for special needs education, which required individually adapted plans
in one or more subjects. Due to this diversity, the levels of competence also varied considerably. Some students were relatively high achievers in English, whereas others performed towards the bottom end of the scale. Likewise, their motivation to work on theoretical issues also varied to some extent. The team of teachers and researchers systematically tested out carefully planned interdisciplinary schemes to investigate whether specific changes in schemes would affect student motivation and involvement with curriculum work. Higher student motivation was the research team’s ambition. Bearing in mind our earlier discussion on ‘code’, we believe our team had prepared the ground for a type of code implying a variety of methods. We anticipated that the students would be more motivated to engage in various learning activities that combined their vocational subjects with the academic subject, English.

In the following, we shall present one student assignment as an example of interdisciplinary work. This is the assignment given to the students:

“Interdisciplinary assignment

Subjects involved: English, media design and media expression, media production, media communication, film studies.

Title: American Life

You are going to make a film that illustrates how the USA, in one way or another, influences our everyday lives. The contents of the film should be inspired by the text ‘Made in America’ in your English textbook, what you have learnt so far about media and media influence, and your own personal experience. Make a documentary or a short film. Length: 2-3 minutes. Work in groups, and prepare, shoot and edit the film.”

In addition to the making of the film, the groups performed oral presentations about media’s impact on people, explained the choices made during their work process, and wrote individual evaluation reports and work logs. The research team designed the scheme on specific learning goals in the Knowledge Promotion Reform 2006 (i.e. the Norwegian national curriculum), against which the answers to the assignment were assessed. Below we shall focus on the work of one group. This group chose to focus on the fast food chain, Burger King, and its restaurant in the centre of town. The students wanted to make a documentary. Over six days, they wrote a synopsis, scheduled the work, did the actual shooting of the scenes, edited and produced the film. On the last day they showed their work to the rest of their class. The film consisted of the following: In the opening scene, the main character arrives at the restaurant front door, presents herself in front of the camera and continues with the following words: “In my class we have a school project about America and how American culture is affecting our everyday lives. My group has decided to make a documentary about the American food chain, Burger King ...” In the continuation we see her interviewing the manager, asking questions about the food, what age group their guests are, etc. This interview is carried out in Norwegian and subtitled in English. Later some people in the street are asked questions about the Burger King food, whether they like it or not, etc. These interviews are also given in Norwegian and subtitled in English. Thereafter, another student presents background information about the food chain
and, finally, the last two students give information about specific products. Music is fed in on parts where nobody speaks, which gives the film a sense of totality. This is an example of how one of the student groups responded to the interdisciplinary project implemented in our classrooms and which provides the foundation for the subsequent research.

4. Questionnaire findings
This section discusses the findings in the student questionnaire. Questions 1 and 2 ask students to name their favourite subjects and give reasons for their choices. A small minority of four students prefer subjects such as physical education, mathematics and Norwegian, explaining that these subjects are ‘fun’ or ‘easy’. However, the majority of students favour vocational subjects because they like to learn about photography, making films, etc. The students’ responses to Question 3 can be categorised in three groups. One third of the answers may be seen as neutral, since students typically indicate that interdisciplinarity is ‘ok’. The second third of the answers is negative; for instance, the students think the method is boring. The last third of the answers is positive, as the students indicate that they like to integrate subjects and think it is ‘fun’. Question 4 receives 12 clear answers in favour of interdisciplinarity, while seven prefer single subjects. Then there are four answers indicating that preferences towards integrated or single subject work depend on the assignment given. Question 5 asks the students to give reasons for their preference. The reasons why students favour interdisciplinary tasks are listed below (our translation into English):

1. It is easy in a way; we get more things done!
2. I work together with others and do not feel alone
3. Less stressful, gives a better overview
4. It is easier and more perspicuous
5. It is a freer way to work
6. More fun, we combine a lot of subject fields
7. Easier to learn, and more practical work
8. Because variation is good with respect to stress and motivation
9. It is good; I like to integrate subjects. It makes everything a lot more interesting
10. It is a lot more challenging
11. I get less homework (in other subjects)
12. It is informative which makes the school days easier and more interesting
13. Because it is easier to get higher marks by being active (as opposed to sitting at one’s desk all the time)

In comments 1), 4), and 5), the students express a positive attitude towards the work method. They point to the freedom and joy they experience while working with interdisciplinary topics. It is seen as less stressful. Such emotional aspects may be important factors regarding
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5 These will not be discussed any further.
6 What do you think about working in an interdisciplinary way?
7 Do you prefer to work with one subject at a time or with several subjects integrated?
8 Why would you prefer to work this way? Explain.
their inner motivation for working with the given task. Likewise, the comment given in 2), deals mainly with the students’ inner motivation and the value of the social interaction that Vygotsky (1962) emphasizes. In addition, comment 10) speaks of the inner motivation among students; to find interdisciplinary work “challenging” is in line with Maslowian notions of the various needs that human beings hope to fulfil and where the need for having stimulating tasks is at the top of Maslow’s (1943) well-known pyramid. Statements made in comments 11) and 13) exemplify the typically outer motivation factors; the anticipation of getting less homework and higher marks may be seen as clear-cut examples of outer motivation. The remaining comments provide a combination of grounds stemming from inner and outer motivation and the advantages of working in interdisciplinary projects. The students state that they get more practical tasks, that there is more variation in the working methods applied, and that this strengthens their motivation. One of the students (3) claims that interdisciplinary work provides a better overview of the individual subjects.

The above list of statements coincides largely with the findings in Holmbukt (2007). In this study, the informants generally see cross-curricular schemes as beneficial to students’ learning. They believe that integrated schemes “will have an effect on pupils’ motivation” (Holmbukt 2007, 54). Pate, Homestead and McGinnis (1997, 8) claim that “curriculum integration and motivation go hand in hand” and Glenn (2003, 148) states that “integrated instruction is a worthwhile curricular approach as it motivates students and helps encourage...learning”. These claims conform to our student statements about motivation and variation, and emphasise the values of encouraging engagement and participation in learning activities.

With respect to Question 69, it generates six answers in favour of group- and interdisciplinary work, and four expressed a wish for more media- and practical work, which both are closely connected to interdisciplinary approaches. The remaining answers indicate satisfaction with the situation as it is or suggest concrete assignments rather than ‘methods’.

Information gained from Questions 3-6 suggests that a minority of students are dissatisfied with interdisciplinary work, arguing that it is ‘difficult’ and ‘too much to control at the same time’. Finally, in Question 7, the students are asked to express their preferences with respect to ways of working with learning activities and are asked to rank each alternative below by giving scores on a scale from 1 to 10, (10 is the highest score).

The following data emerged10:

Table 1. Students’ preferences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Scores 0-4</th>
<th>Scores 7-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Lecture by teacher. Students listen and take notes</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lecture supported by PowerPoint, film,</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9 What work methods would you like to use more in school?
10 The category ‘Scores 5-6’ is omitted (see section on theoretical background and methods).
As the table shows, interdisciplinary tasks and group work receive the highest scores, and we may consider these figures rather affirmative to the extent that 14 students give these two categories a score between 7 and 10. Contrastingly, only three persons give the higher scores to the ‘Lecture by teacher’ category (category 1), and 14 give this category a score of 4 or lower. Further, the table shows that the categories ‘Lecture with Powerpoint/film/the Internet’ (category 2) and ‘Independent work’ (category 5) are rather similar in scores, ranging from six to nine votes. The difference between categories 1 and 2 is also interesting to note. Only three students give high scores to the category ‘Lecture by teacher. Students listen and take notes’, but when lectures are supported by technology (category 2), the total of high scores increases to nine votes. This may indicate that the learning environment that media and technology create has the potential to motivate students (Heafner 2004). Media and technology are also essential in interdisciplinary work. Hence, Table 1 shows a clear divide in students’ most preferred ways of working: between methods where they collaborate and work on joint tasks (categories 3 and 4), and methods more individually oriented (categories 1, 2 and 5). These findings correlate with data gained from Questions 3-6. The larger proportion of students is neutral or positive to social constructivist approaches to learning, and this agrees with this view of knowledge construction. According to social constructivism, people learn in interaction with others, and knowledge is a result of a social process (Gire Dahl 2002; Palinscar 1998; Dewey 1916).

5. Interview findings
Since the project took place during the academic year 2008-2009, it is interesting to examine whether it has had any durable effect in the school. Hence, semi-structured interviews are carried out five years later with two of the key teachers. The interviews explore whether the project has caused any change of practice, for example at the systemic level in the school, whether interdisciplinary work is now more facilitated and encouraged, or whether our project has contributed to new perspectives about interdisciplinarity, teaching and learning. It is also interesting to learn what the interviewees anticipate about future subject integration (cf. interview guide above).

The interviewees state that changes have taken place. The school managers have approved changes in teacher schedules in the sense that within each team the teachers are able to organize teaching in time-specific periods. In practice, this means that, for example an English teacher may concentrate his/her teaching over a definite period, and thus, teach less over the next period. The new flexibility offers solutions to logistical problems that might otherwise arise. The question still remains, however, whether teachers prefer their classroom time to be distributed so
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The term ‘method’ is used here to address ways to work on learning tasks. Thus, the term may have a relatively wide reference.
unevenly and whether this arrangement is a way of organising work that is desirable in the long run.

The interviews indicate that the school has not transformed its educational profile into one that focuses on interdisciplinarity in particular. Changes that are more obvious, however, concern the staff’s attitudes to interdisciplinary teaching. From being positive to integrated studies in 2009, the school managers have now stated that interdisciplinary approaches are something they favour, and accordingly, the teachers are encouraged to initiate schemes across subject fields. Informant 1 claims the managers’ attitudes have changed from being positive to actually actively encouraging the teachers to alter or modify their practice, correlating with a holistic view of learning. Currently, these issues are often debated in the school staff meetings, but in 2009 these discussions were only taking place within the school’s media studies team. Likewise, Informant 2 argues that the change in the school mainly concerns the teachers themselves, and their own reflections on teaching and learning. Informant 2 claims that the initial interdisciplinary experience has influenced the teachers who were involved at that point; one example of a project that has actually been carried out every year since 2009 is the assignment, ‘American Life’, discussed in this article.

The idea of interdisciplinarity has spread to other education programmes and subject areas, e.g. art and design. The collaboration of students in the making of magazine front covers is just one example and involves processes such as design, photographing and the production of the magazine cover. A second example of integrated tasks is a project on gene-modified food. From the teachers’ point of view, integrating natural science and programme subjects is a positive experience with respect to student motivation and engagement. This and other integrated schemes have been successful to such an extent that the teachers have decided to develop them further and make them part of the annual teaching plan. Student enterprise projects (entrepreneurship education) are also activities in this school, and various subjects will feed in when students work on business concepts, set up and manage budgets, and produce marketing plans, brochures and posters. A prerequisite to successful integrated tasks, however, is that schemes are well planned and prepared.

According to Informant 2, the avenues of interdisciplinary teaching have contributed to a more interesting work life in the school. Yet, both informants point out that the learning effect of interdisciplinary schemes is not measured or investigated, and that this ought to be an important aspect for future research. Longitudinally, they claim that it is relevant to investigate whether interdisciplinary teaching could meet some of the challenges regarding high dropout rates (Witte & Rogge 2013). It is considered important to discuss measures that can be taken at the institutional level.

According to Informant 1, joint planning is still an important part of the foundation for interdisciplinarity. In the spring, the media studies team has sessions for planning the next academic year, and with their annual subject plans as a starting point, the teachers discuss and define topics in which both academic subjects and vocational subjects will be included. The goal
for the near future is to implement interdisciplinary schemes in all three years of media studies where

“students will be actively engaged with interesting and relevant problems; they will be able to discuss with each other and with the teacher; they will be active inquirers rather than passive; they will have adequate time to reflect; … and they will reflect seriously about the constructions produced by other students…” (Phillips & Soltis 2009, 51).

Students in the media classes are presented with ‘open’ or weakly framed learning activities, entailing a range of options in problem solving. Thus, they are given the freedom to use their thinking skills in a wider scope as opposed to activities where the teachers control and detail the tasks, reducing students’ options in creating knowledge and solving problems. The weak framing (Bernstein 1974) opens up the way to a variety of answers with respect to content and form. According to social constructivist perspectives, teachers in this school “oppose the view that knowledge is built up by isolated individuals, and they stress that knowledge construction within the disciplines is a social activity” (Phillips & Soltis 2009, 50). They seem to be in agreement with the psychological constructivist von Glasersfeld (1995), who argues that students are not passive recipients of information or instruction but actively engaged in problem solving and meaning-making. They are exposed to a range of stimuli from which they will investigate, experience and construct their own individual knowledge (Glasersfeld 1995; Phillips & Soltis 2009).

6. Conclusive remarks
It seems that some changes have taken place in this post-16 vocational school. The introduction to the interdisciplinary approach to teaching, presented by the research team in 2008-2009, has had some extending effects, mainly in the team itself, but also on other teams in the school. The teacher informants hold the view that less change has taken place in the school as a system, but, according to them, the school managers take more interest in interdisciplinary work by encouraging and facilitating such practice in the school as a whole. However, whether teaching across subjects is practised or not still depends on the individual teacher and his/her personal interest in this approach. This situation may however change as a result of the FYR initiative. Interdisciplinary schemes, like the one we have discussed here, might correspond well with current attempts at vocationalising language learning in secondary education.

What remains to investigate and measure is the students’ learning outcome of an interdisciplinary practice in the school. At this point, the teacher informants cannot say whether students actually learn more compared to single subject teaching. This kind of investigation would need to consider not only the learning outcome in the individual subjects involved, but also the more general aims of the national curriculum, such as for instance collaboration and creativity. Furthermore, our research team believes that teaching across subject fields is an interesting approach to increase student motivation (cf. Brough 2012) as the material suggests that students approve of interdisciplinary and collaborative approaches to learning. Taking Bernstein’s concepts of code and framing into consideration, and by opening up to a variety of learning methods, a more diverse student population can become dedicated students who are
motivated to increase their input and efforts. We believe it is worthwhile taking this observation into consideration in the pursuit of ensuring more students pass secondary education.

It is important to bear in mind that the size of the present study does not suffice for more than tentative conclusions. Still, since the majority of students of this study find interdisciplinarity appealing, it might suggest a tendency in a larger vocational student population. Our study suggests that interdisciplinarity appeals to a wider range of students, including the ones who might, to a lesser extent, hold the academic qualities of Bernstein’s (1974) elaborated code. Bernstein’s claim that social control is preserved due to ‘code’ is, in our view, echoed in secondary education today, to the extent that teaching is largely aimed at academically skilled students (Bakken & Elstad 2012). Consequently, to achieve the goal of equal opportunities for all, curricula have to be negotiated and delivered by diverse approaches, and it might be necessary that teachers expand their range of teaching methods. Interdisciplinary work may be one creative approach in the quest for meaningful and motivating strategies that may benefit the larger student population.
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